EARLY CHAPTER BOOKS THAT EMPHASIZE POSITIVE CHARACTER TRAITS

4 titles • Interest level: Ages 6–9
64 pages • 5 ⅜" x 7 ⅛" • $6.99 per title
4-title Classroom Library $27.96
Special promotions/pricing available

Book features
- Full-color cover and black/white interior illustrations
- Galaxy Scout activities

Each HOW TO BE AN EARTHLING title
- focuses on a specific positive character trait such as respect, honesty, responsibility, or courage
- encourages readers to think about how their words and actions affect others
- includes Galaxy Scout activities that reinforce story themes

"Walker kicks off this multiauthor chapter-book series with a breezy, humorous lesson in honesty that never stoops to didacticism. The other three volumes address similarly weighty lessons—lying, shyness, bullying, and responsibility—all with a multicultural cast of Everykids. A good choice for those new to chapters." —Kirkus
STORIES THAT DEVELOP EARLY MATH UNDERSTANDING
16 titles • Interest level: Ages 4–6
Full-color illustrations • 32 pages
8.5” x 8.5” • Online activities • $7.95 per title
16-title Classroom Library $127.20
Special promotions/pricing available

Each MOUSE MATH book
- Develops early math concepts and understanding
- Supports early comprehension and fluency skills
- Provides problem-solving practice
- Builds early math vocabulary

STORIES THAT BUILD AND EXTEND MATH LITERACY
36 titles • Interest level: Ages 5–8
Full-color illustrations • 32 pages
6.5” x 9” • Online activities • $5.95 per title
36-title Classroom Library $214.20
Special promotions/pricing available

Each MATH MATTERS book
- Supports content-area literacy
- Focuses on a key math concept
- Reinforces math vocabulary
- Develops problem-solving skills
STORIES THAT PROMOTE LETTER/SOUND RECOGNITION

26 titles • Interest level: Ages 3–8
Full-color illustrations • 32 pages • 8.5” x 8.5”
Audio CDs • Online activities • $7.95 per title
26-title Classroom Library $206.70
Special promotions/pricing available

Each ANIMAL ANTICS A to Z book
▶ Develops phonemic awareness
▶ Focuses on a single-letter sound
▶ Promotes letter-sound recognition
▶ Supports early vocabulary development
▶ Strengthens listening skills

RHYMING STORIES THAT SUPPORT SHORT, LONG, AND VOWEL COMBINATION SOUNDS

15 titles • Interest level: Ages 4–8
Full-color illustrations • 32 pages • 6.5” x 9”
Resource Guide • Audio CDs
Online activities • $5.95 per title
15-title Classroom Library $89.25
Special promotions/pricing available

Each LET’S READ TOGETHER book
▶ Supports comprehension and fluency
▶ Focuses on a specific vowel or vowel combination
▶ Blends familiar vocabulary with easy-to-sound-out words
▶ Reinforces listening skills
INFORMATIONAL NARRATIVE STORIES THAT CONNECT STUDENTS TO HISTORY, GEOGRAPHY, CIVICS, ECONOMICS, AND CULTURE

30 titles • Interest level: Ages 5–8
Full-color illustrations • 32 pages
6.5” x 9” • $5.95 per title
30-title Classroom Library $178.50
Special promotions/pricing available

Each SOCIAL STUDIES CONNECTS book
▶ Reinforces social studies concepts and vocabulary
▶ Strengthens comprehension and fluency
▶ Promotes skills including researching, inferring, and communicating
▶ Provides illustrations and graphics that support the topic

INFORMATIONAL NARRATIVE STORIES THAT FOCUS ON SPECIFIC SCIENCE CONCEPTS AND SKILLS

28 titles • Interest level: Ages 5-8
Full-color illustrations • 32 pages
6.5” x 9” • $5.95 per title
28-title Classroom Library $166.60
Special promotions/pricing available

Each SCIENCE SOLVES IT! book
▶ Strengthens content-area comprehension and vocabulary
▶ Focuses on a single science concept
▶ Reinforces science process skills including: observing • hypothesizing • collecting data • testing • drawing conclusions • communicating
▶ Provides illustrations and graphics that support the story and the science skill
IMPROVE STUDENTS’ LITERACY SKILLS!

HOLIDAYS & HEROES

A NONFICTION SERIES THAT BRINGS TO LIFE THE PEOPLE WHOSE HOLIDAYS WE CELEBRATE

10 titles • Interest level: Ages 6–10
32 pages • 6.5” x 9” • $7.95 per title
10-title Classroom Library $79.50
Special promotions/pricing available

Book features

▸ Full-color and black/white photographs
▸ Historical images
▸ Photo captions
▸ Maps

Each HOLIDAY & HEROES title

▸ focuses on a specific holiday and the people behind the celebration
▸ helps students make connections between events, ideas, and concepts
▸ highlights individuals who embody traits such as perseverance, respect for others, and cooperation
▸ provides visual context with illustrations, photographs, historical images, and graphics that support the topic
▸ supports reading in the content area

“‘The Holidays & Heroes series commemorates the influential figures behind important American celebrations. Written with emerging readers in mind, this volume emphasizes the importance of lofty ambitions and fortitude in the face of adversity . . . ’” — Booklist
CHAPTER BOOKS THAT SUPPORT OUTCOME, PREDICTABILITY, SEQUENCING, AND INference SKILLS

12 titles • Interest level: Ages 7–10
B/W illustrations • 96–112 pages
5 1/8” x 7 5/16” • Online activities
$6.95 per title • 12-title Classroom Library $83.40
Special promotions/pricing available

Each MILO & JAZZ MYSTERIES book

- Encourages students to analyze clues and think about solutions
- Focuses on specific problem-solving strategies including:
  - observing • finding patterns • modeling
  - making lists, and • drawing diagrams
- Strengthens comprehension and literacy skills
- Provides illustrations and graphics that support the story and the skill

HOW TO ORDER

Kane Press books are available exclusively through Lerner Publishing Group.

Thank you for choosing to purchase Kane Press books. There are four ways you can order:
online, by phone, by mail, and by fax. You may use your own school order form.

ONLINE
www.lernerbooks.com

BY PHONE
Call Customer Service toll free at
(800) 328-4929 (M-F, 8am-5pm CST)

Please have the following information handy:
1. Complete name and address for billing and shipping
2. Purchase order number (pertains to Districts/Schools)
3. Title of product, ISBN, quantity (Please check Lerner’s website
   for ISBNs and special pricing: www.lernerbooks.com)
4. Credit card (Visa, Mastercard, or American Express)

BY MAIL
Lerner Publishing Group
Att: Order Processing
1251 Washington Ave. N.
Minneapolis, MN 55401-1036

BY FAX
(800) 332-1132

PRICING
All prices and availability are subject to change without notice.

RETURNS POLICY
Please contact customer service by phone or email:
custserve@lernerbooks.com

SHIPPING
Shipping and handling is 8% of the total order with a minimum
charge of $5.00.

NOTE
New accounts: please provide credit information.
Districts/Schools: be sure to include purchase order number.
New York City and Chicago Public Schools: contact Lerner’s
customer service for Vendor and Contract Numbers.